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The Third Annual  Report of the Economic and Social Committee  comes off the presses
at a time when there is anxiety in some quarters about the progress of European integration.
This is not to say, however,  that the Community does not temain a soutce of hope.
Many times this year, the spokesmen  of the economic and social  interest gfouPs tepresented
on the Committee  underlined the serious difficulties affecting  all the Member States. The
pfesent  tate of inflation is unparalleled  in recent experience.  Indusftial activify  is on the
wane. Unemployment, particulatly  ofyoungpeople seeking  theit fitst iobs, has teached
its highest level since the establishment of the Common  Market, Farm  incomes are being
eroded. The problems  afe exceptiofially  acute, and thteaten  to undetmine both the Com-
munity's cohesion and its attainments. The Committee's  tesponse  has been to appeal, with
evefy tneans  at its disposal, to the Membef States not mefely to bting theit economic  and
socjal measutes  into closer  alignment, but to effectively coordinate them. The gtowing
influence  on national policy-making of the various ecooomic  and social intetest groups is
cleat to everyone. It would be difficult to conceive of a national govemment  taking broad
economic  policy decisions without having  consulted  the reptesentatives of economic  and
social activity. In our society, cooperation  between these interests and the public author-
ities is essential if coofideoce is to be restored in the economy.  Accordingly,  the Commit-
tee's Opinion on the Present Economic Situation  and the Cyclical Policy to be pursued urged
that the Committee  should be involved in the examination  of, and pfior consultation on,
the structural  measures to be adopted at Community level.
The Committee  was fepiesented, with observef  status, at the confefence of 18 November,
at which Economic Affairs  and Social Affairs  Ministets  of the Member  States, membefs
of the Commission  and social pattners  got togethef fot the first time. The Committee  is
ready to do everything  within its power  to help tackle the ptoblems  raised at this conference,
particulady the economic  and structural aspects of employment.
But Europe will never be united, if we do not tfanscend the purely ecooomic sphere. The
Committee  has urged that, fust and fotemost, the Community should endeavour  to build
up a nucleus  of economic and social policy. At the same time, it should pursue the activities
considered important  in order to attain economic  and monetary union,  inttoduce an em-
ployment policy with its own EEC fund, ftame Community tegional and enetgy policies
and ptess on'with the Common  Agticultural Poliry.
But above and beyond these priority tasks, the Community  must aim to become the ptototype
of a nevr kind of society more in keeping with the everyday aspirations of ordirury people
in Europe,  who are seeking a bettei, more s/orthy way of life, aod more lustice through the
teduction of inequality. This was the burden of our message to Mt. Tindemans, the Prime
Minister  of Belgium, who had the task of reporting  on the form Ewopean Union should
take.
Intemally, the Community has been fraught  with tensions, and this has been a soruce of
concern. But despite  this, it has made its Presence felt on the intemational  scane, both
-  5-in its relations with the industrial countries  and in its relations  with the developing world.
Indeed  through  the Convention of Lome the Community has forged links with the Third
rW"otld that mark a tuming point in pfogress towards a new international economic  otder.
The Convention  is norv due to enter into force. The Committee  has already been active
io urging that the Council of Ministers should make extensive use of Article 74(6) which
provides fot active cooperation between  socio-economic  interest gtoups in the Member
States and their counterpars in the ACps.
The Rome European Council also gave us grounds for hope. It decided  how the Community
was to be represented  by a single spokesman  at the Conference  on Intemational  Economic
Cooperation. Furthermore, we cannot  but welcome  the decisions by the Heads of Gov-
ernment to fix a date for the election oF the European Parliament  by univetsal suffrage.
Tl:ris is a step to\rards that Community of Eutopean  peoples  that the Committee  has always
so ardentiy  advocated.
The work that I have iust mentioned  is mote fully described in the body of this Repot.
But even this brief glimpse serves to highlight the two types of activity that the Committee
is undertaking at the moment. 'Ihe Committee  intefids to carry out fully the consultative
role assigned to it in the Treaties, and respond to requests  ftom the Council and the Com-
m.ission  for Opinions. But, patallel to these putely  advisory duties, which repfesent  the
Grmmittee's  original task, the Committee has the right to issue Opinions  on its orvn initiative.
Tlris tight was given it by the Heads of State ot  Govemment at the 1972 Paris Summit
Confetence.  The Committee  owes it to itself to consolidate  and develop  this right. This
year, the Committee  has used it to take a stand on general issues in documents  such as its
Ptogress  Repott on the Common Agricultural Policy and its Opinions on European  Union
and the Convention of .Lom6.
$/e must acknowledge  that the Committee's  wotk, whether stemming from requests for
Opinions or conducted  on its own initiative, has been made easiet by the mote sustained
and closet telations that the Committee  has had with membets of the Commission  and with
the Council,
As a result of the regular taiks the Chairman and Vice-Chairmen  have had with membets
of the Commission,  the Committee cafi ptepate itself better to receive  Commissionets  at
Plenary Sessions. \7e take great satisfaction in the fact that the President  of the Commission
has agreed to visit the Committee,  in ptinciple ofice a ye t, to report on the situation in
the Community.
It was our priviiege to heat over the past yeat the views of French, Irish and Italian Ministers
in their capacity  as Presidents-in-Office of the Council. \7e met the President and members
of COREPER on 4 November, and told them of out rvish to step up such contacts.  \We
see them as the beginnings  of a teal dialogue with the Council.
The outcome  of a meeting I had with the President of the European Padiament, was a
decision on his part in favour of' hearings'.  Two of our Rapporteurs  have addressed
Patliamentary  Committees (at their request) on the Committee Opinions  on the Ptogress
Report on the Common Agricultural  Policy and Generalized Tariff Preferences. It should be
noted that the Committee in no way intends  to usurp the prerogatives  of the Padiament,
The Committee's view is that it will be useful for the Padiament to become  better acquainted
with our wotk in cettain 6elds. This should  also speed up the decision-making  process in
the Community.The meetings and talks rre have had with representatives of Institutions  and economic  and
social interest  groups in the Member States we have visited have allowed us to gauge the
intetest taken in the .rork and Opinions of the Economic and Social Committee.  Ifle are
awate of the demands mrde on our members in dealingwiththe  eveti-ncteasing  number
of consultations  within the time allotted.  Accordingly  we must not slacken in our efotts
to rationalize  and, ifpossible,  lighten our vrork load.
The debates and activities  during 1975 sho'red that the Committee  was not only a meeting
place for organized  interest groups within the institutional  structure,  but also a centre for
economic  and social dialogue,  a forum for coopetation  and confrontation, information  and
enlightenment.
The Committee must make  sure that it becomes  more iotegrated in the Community  decision-
making process. It is rrithin the Committee's  powet to strengthen its infuence on geoetal
policy issues conceming  the operating  of the Community and its future development. This
will be possible if the Committee resists the centrifugal  forces acting on it.  I am convinced
that we shall be increasingly united, and that we shall maLe a positive contribution to resolving
the economic and social difficulties that the Community  is cutrently facing,
Henri CANONGE, ChairmanCHAPTER I
SURVEY OF THE ACTIVITY OF THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
COMMITTEE
The 1974 Annua Report expressed  disappointment at the lack of progress towards Com-
munity  integration. In 7975, the paramount  issue for both the Community and the Eco-
nomic and Social Committee  was to defend and consolidate  past achievements.
On two occasions,  the Community  abandoned  its largely defensive  posturc. The fust
instance  was the signing of the Lom6 Convention  establishing  new links between the Com-
munity and 46 Africzr., Caribbean and Pacific States. In the second instance,  when the
Community  was reflecting  on its futuie, the Institutions submitted  separate blueprints
fot an overall concept  of European Union,
The Lom6 Convention and the Committee's  contribution in this connection will be dealt
with in greater detail in Chaptet II.  Accordingly,  u'e propose  to list here the key points
of the Committee  Opinion on European  Union, which the Committee  Chairman personally
deliveted  to the Belgian  Premiet Mt. Tindemans,  who had been instructed  by the Heads of
State or Government  to submit  a feport to the Council.
The Committee's  Opinion has 6ve chapters:
- 
the obiectives of European  Unioo;
- 
the present situation  in the Community;
- 
the Institutions  of European  Union;
- 
priority policies  to be pursued in the Eutopean Union;
- 
European  Union in the world.
The Opinion proposes  that a'  chartet  setting out the obiectives  of European Union' be
&awn up, adopted by the European  Padiament,  and then submitted to the Member States
for a decision to accede. This chater should be based on observance of the rules of de-
mocracy and on political, philosophical  and cultural  pluralism. It should set out the rights of
Eutopean citizens and eiumerate  the economic and social targets which it ptoposes to
achieve.
European Union must make it possible for the Member States to strengthen  their mutual
links. This is a prerequisite,  if Europe is to be economically and, politically  independent.
European Union would not fulfil its mission if it wete confined to the economic  sphere,
It must, therefore, seek to set a pattem  of evolution towards  a type of society more consonant
with the lofty ideals of the peoples of Europe, who want peace, freedom  and security,  the
abolition of ftontiers,  a more natural  human envitonment and way of life, enhanced  human
digtrity,  and gteatet  social iustice  through  the reduction of inequalities,
For all these reasons, a Ewopean Union must go beyond straightforv/ard coordination under
a system of intergovemmental links within a free ftade atea, even if that free ttade area
-  9-.is of an improved t1pe. European Union must possess efficient institutions  with clearly
defined  duties and powers.
As regards priority policies to be putsued, the Committee  stressed the following:
- 
speeding  up the achievement of Economic and Monetary Union;
- 
implementation  of a Community emplol'rnent  policy;
- 
implementation  of a Community  regional  policy;
- 
definition of a Community  energy policy.
The Opinion  does not give a full description  of the institutions  of European Union but it
sets out the basic conditions it feels they must fulfil.
The Opinion  stresses the need for a Parliament elected by univetsal  suffrage  and dischatging
a genuine  legislative function.
.It also proposes that the Economic and Social Committee  be given full institutional  status,
and renamed the Economic and Social Council.
'Io give practical expression to the goals the European  Union has set itselfand  those it may
decide to adopt for the future. and to implement the policies essential for it to become
teality, cetain responsibilities must be ffansfetred from national to Community  level in
order to equip Eutopean  Union with the relevant  powers.
Only if the Community's internal cohesion  is commensurate vith its legitimate extemal
obiectives will it be able to futhet the seatch fot better equilibrium in the wotld.
Finally, if the European Union has effective and legitimate  institutions it will be able to gain
genuine credibility in the eyes of the outside wodd, and generate the intetnal solidarity
needed to cope v'ith the ndical changes in intemational economic reiations.
In line n'ith the priorities rrhich the Chairman mentioned  in his inaugural  addtess,  the Com-
rnittee concentrated  on tu-o issues in 1975:
1. Internai  consolidation
2. Strengthening  its links v"-ith the Community's institutions.
ifhe llconomic  and Social Committee  was set up by the Treaty to advise the Council and
Commission. Its tasks and basic working rules ate iaid dov'n by Aticles 4 and 793 et al.
In the eady years, the EEC developed normaliy and the Committee  managed  by functionifr
strictly  rvithin the frarrrew-ork  of the Treaty, to discharge its tasks successfully.  Opinions
rvere delivered  on, for instance, freedom  of movement  and the tight of establishment,  the
Iiutopean  Social Fund, the Common  Agticultural Policy, and the ioitial measures  adopted
rLnder the common  ttansport policy.
In the sixties, the Community ran into incteasingly serious  dimculties.  More afid more
draft instruments  urere refered  to the Committee, but in very many cases a Council  decision
did not ensue, The momentum  was obviously gone.
The Commission, and subsequefltly  the Council became convinced of the need to win support
of socio-occupational  gtoups and categories - 
most ofn'hich are represented on the Com-
mittee.
The summit conference  of 7972, which authotized  the Committee  to take matters up on its
own initiative, marked the st2rt of a new phase in the history of the Committee.  The
-10-Committee  used its new right iudiciously, and delivered several Opinions of a general  nature
which were welcomed by the Commission, the Council and the Eutopean  Patliament.
Over the years the Committee's  work has come to entail more than just the documents
submitted to it.  Orvn-initiative  Opinions call fot a special efiott on the part of members.
Some members  make use of secretarial  and other services. This does somethiog to imptove
their working conditions and the effectiveness  of their work. But this is only a partial
ans'ner, and does not reduce the need for personal effort. It is thus clear that the present
position of members  is no longer in keeping with the demands  made on them.
In its work the Committee must abide by the Rules of Procedure  and the Buteau's fnstructions.
Any amendment to the Rules of Ptocedute  requites  a Council Decision. The Instructions
are much more flexible,  and can be updated when necessary,
As things now stand, the Committee's wotking and decision-taking  procedutes are relatively
cumbetsome:receiptofarequestforanOpinion-Bureaudecision-tefetnl-study
group - 
section -  full Committee.  The 'final submission  to the full Committee  is
mandatory under the Treaties.  But procedures should  be speeded up and simplified.
The question of experts warrants attention. The Committee can think itself fortunate
that it has the tight to call on expetts if it .vishes,  Futthermote in order to ensufe that its
general and political  tasks are carried out iq the best possible way, the Committee has made
it possible for outside  speakets  to be invited to address meetings, This procedure  has not
yet been enshtined  in formal  ptovisions.
Throughout 1975, the Committee was exercised by the organizational issues referred to
above. For example, numerous  joint meetings were held between the Bureau and Group
and Section Chaitmen with a view to improving  working methods.
The Committee's whole  development  rests ultimately on the concept of a modern democracy
guided politically  by patliaments  and govemments,  F{owevet,  in view of the continuously
gtowing  complexity  and scope of economic, social and human ptoblems, these political
bodies cannot fully accomplish  their mission  without calling on the knowledge,  views and
opinions of various  socio-occupational  gtoups and without involviog the latter in the
implementation of policies.
Economic and social committees  or councils, or equivalent bodies,  are no substitute  for
professional,  social, trade union or employers' otganizations,  which retain their freedom
of decisioo.  However,  they undoubtedly enable a genetal consensus  to be worked  out.
Patticular attention was paid to improving relationships  between the Economic and Social
Committee,  the Council and the Eutopean Patliament during the period  coveted by the
fepoft.
At the April Plenary  Session, the Belgian Ministet fot Labour, Mt. Califice, deputized for
Mr. O'Leary, President-in-Office  of the Council  of Social Affairs  Ministers,  who was unable
to attend  as planned. Mr. Califice  spoke on the present  state of the Community.  His speech
aod the ensuing  discussion marked  a new chapter in the Committee-Council  dialogue - 
a
chapter which the French  Minister  of Labour, Mr. Durafour  had initiated when he visited
the Committee n  1974. At the November Session, Mr. Battaglia, Italian Under-Secretaty
for Foteign Affaits took paft in the discussioo on the C,oovention  of Lom€, The Economic
and Social Committee  trusts that this manifestly  valuable practice will continue.
\7hen Italy assumed  the Presidency of the Council in July, the Committee  Chairman  met
the new Council President in Rome.
-11 -In Novembet, the Committee  Chairman accompanied by the two Vice-Chaitmen  had talks
v-ith the Members of the Committee of Peffianent  Representatives  chaired by Mr. Bombassei.
Amongst the topics discussed  u'ere the role and working methods  of the Committee,  its
links v'ith the Institutions,  the implementatiofl of the Lom6 Convention and other specific
mafie1s.
The Committee's  links with the European Padiament steadily improved following cot-
respondence with the President  of the Paiiament, Mr. Berkhouwer  and his successo!,
NIr. Spdnale.  It was agreed  that the Committee's  Rapporteut could addtess Patliamentaty
Committees if this was felt desirable. The first instance of such cooperation  occured on
18 April, when the Committee Rapporteur  for the stocktaking of the Common Agticultural
Policy acldressed the Parliament's  Agricultutal Committee.
On 29 May, the Committee  Chaitman  had talks in Brussels  with the President and Sectetaty-
General  of the European Patliament. They discussed the possibility of'  heatings' and
the mutual exchange of documents.
On 29 September  1975,  when the Padiament's Committee for Development  and Cooperation
discussed  the Genetalized  Preference  Scheme  fot 7975, it was addressed  by the Committee
Rapporteur  f<>t this mattet. Mt. Canonge and Mr. Sp6nale met again on 5 November 1975,
In June, His Excellency,  Cearbhaill 6 Oalalgh, President of Ireland, became  the first Head
of State to p^y a visit to the Committee.
In his address,  President 6 Oahigt  stressed the impoltant role of Social Policy in giving
the Community a ' human face'. He referred to the contribution which the economic
and social  interest gloups represented on the Committee  could make in this respect.
l,ike their predecessots,  the Committee Chairman  and Vice-Chaitman paid a numbet of
official  visits to Membet States. Their first visit was to lreland in February,
flhe Committee  delegation  was received in Dublin by the Minister for Foteign Affairs,
Dr. Gatret FitzGetald, Mr. Michael  O'Leary, Minister for Labout, Mr. Thomas O'Donnell,
Ministet  for the Gaeltacht and Mr. Frank Cluskey, Parliamentary  Sectetary to the Minister
for Health and Social Velfare.
'Ilhe nain purpose of the visit was to establish ofrcial contact with the Irish Government,
vrhich chaired all Council  meetilrgs until July this year.
In-depth discussions  u'ete held with the Departments  of Finance, Health and Social Services
on the Community Social Action Programme,  measures to combat unemployment,  tegional
poliry, the situation  of women,  and the pilot study on poverty.
Mr. Canonge  also had talks with the Itish Congtess  of Trade  Unions, the Confedetation  of
Irish Industty,  the Federated  Union of Employers,  the Itish Fatmers' Association,  Muintir
na Tfte (Rural Development  Board) and the Irish Creamety  rMilk Suppliers' Association.
IIe also met ofrcials of the Irish Economic and Social Council.
In March, Mr. Canonge paid an official visit to France.  He had talks with Mr. Jean Sau-
vagnargues, Minister  f<rt Foreign Affairs, Mt. Christian Bonnet, Minister fot Agriculture,
Mt, X{ichel  Durafour,  Ministet of Labout,  and Mt. J.F. Deniau, State Sectetary for Agri-
culture, Mr. Edgar Faute, President  of the National  Assembly and Mr. Alain Poher, President
of the Senate.
-12-During the discussions, Mr. canonge stressed  the committee's  concern  about European
integration  vrhich could not advance without popular support.
The Committee  thetefote intended  to use its tight of initiative  in otdet to further  the con-
struction of a community  which had the backing of the two sides of industry and the public
^t 
l^rge.
In September, the Chairman  paid a two-day official visit to Denmatk. Accompanied  by
his Vice-Chairmen,  Mr. Ameye  and Mr. van Greunsven,  Mr. Canonge  had a meeting with
the Minister  fot Labour,  Mr. Dinsen and the Minister for Foreign Economic Affairs, Mr.
Norgaard;
Aftetwards  the Committee delegation  had talks with the Danish Padiament's  Committee
for Common Market Relations.  The delegation  repored  on the Committee's  tecent ac-
tivities.
Meetings also took place with representatives of the Danish  Employets'  Confederation,
the Federation of Danish Industry, the Chambets  of Commetce,  the LO and FTF trade union
confederations, the Professional Council of the Vorkers' Movement,  the Consumers'  Council
and the Agricultural Council.
Finally, Mt. Canonge paid an official visit to Rome in October, in the course of which he
met the Minister for Agriculture, Mr. Marcora, the Minister for State Paricipation, Mr.
Bisaglia, the Under-Sectetary  for Foreign Affairs, Mt. Battaglia, and the Undet-Secetary
for Labout, Mr, Nero. Mr. Canonge also had talks with representatives of trade and
ptofessional  associations, ffade unions and employets' organizations.
At the end of the visit, the Committee  delegation  was teceived in audience by the Pope.
In otdet to 'show  the Committee flag' a number of Section meetings were held in various
Community tegions. In January the Study Group for the \fine Sector  (Section for Agri-
culture) held a meeting in France during which they visited a vineyard in Gtau du Roi,
Languedoc Roussillon.
In February,  the Study Group on the Situation of rJ(omen visited Dublin and the Shannon
Industtial  Estate, The Group held talks with various Irish Nfomen's  Otganizations.
In May, the Section fot Transport and Communications  met in Dublin. The main item
on the agenda  was the preparation  of a Study on telecommunications.
In September,  the Section for Extemal Relations met in Christiansborg  Castle, Copenhagen,
and drew up an Opinion on generalized tariff preferences.
The members of the Section also had infotmal talks with reDresentatives  of economic  and
social intetest groups in the EFTA countries,
In Septembet,  the Section  for Energy  and Nuclear  Questions held a meeting in Lyons,  where
the members discussed  a new energ'y strategy for the European  Community.
The working documertt which was dtawn up at this meeting  covered the supply  prospects
for hydtocarbons, electricity  and nuclear fuels,
During their stay in France, the Section members visited nuclear installations  neat Lyons
at the invitation of the French National Electricity  Board,
In Octobet, the Section for Social Questions met in Rome and discussed the ptoblems facing
migtant  wotkers.
-t3-Finally, on 18 Match, thefe was a ioint meeting in Paris of the Bureau of the Economic and
Sociai Committee  and the Bureau  of the Ftench Economic and Social Council.  The two
bodies discussed various  topics of mutual  interest,  such as the ptoblems caused by infation
and unemployment in the Community,  the Community  Regional  Policy, the- Common
Agricultural  Policy and the Convention  of Lom€. It was possible  to take stock of the views
held by the various representatives of national and European  social and economic  intetest
gfoups"
The Committee worked vety hard in 7975,holding 9 Plenary Sessions  and deliveting a total
of 109 Opinions.
A detailed  breakdorvn  of the topics covered by the Committee  is contained  in the next
chaoter.CHAPTER  II
WORK OF THE COMMITTEE
1. Agricultural Policy
The Committee always keeps a watchful eye on the agricultural scene, and this yeat was no
exception.  The Commission's Stocktaking of the Common Agricultural  Policy affotded
the Committee  an opportunity  to go back over most of the issues that it had tackled in its
1974 Progtess Report. Once again the Committee drew attention  to the fact that the Com-
munity cannot afford to disregatd the international  scene. Very soon, the Community
will be forced by the ptessure of intemational events to bting the CAP and extemal policy
into some sort of alignment, The Community  authorities must assess the impact of in-
temational developments  on imports,  exports  and output,  and evaluate pressures  that will
be put on the CAP. This exercise should make it possible  to redefine  Community  preference
- 
a pillat of the CAP - 
and draw up overall ptoduction  guidelines.  As its contribution,
tlre Committee  has decided to &aw up in 7976 an own-initiative  Opinion  in which it v/ill
make a close analysis  of the intemational background to the Common  Agticultutal Policy.
The Committee  has ptoduced  a very detailed study entitled Current Prospects  for the Agri-
cultutal  Products  of the EEC's Mediterranean  Area.  Such produce  falls within the scope
of EEC Mediterranean  Policy. But it is also indirectly infuenced  by EEC extemal and
commetcial policies. In its Study, the Committee  reviews all the staple products of the
Mediterranean  atea, and states its views on the futute shape of the Mediterranean  Policy  and
the CAP.
'!7ine was very much in the news in 7975, The Commission's  proposals of November 1974
gave the Committee  an opportunity to suggest maior  changes to two basic Regulations,
viz. Nos 876 ar,d,8l7.  The Committee's  proposed ameodments  had a thteefold aim. First,
intervention  machinery  should be made more efficient. Second, thete should be a better
balance between  supply and demand.  Third, there should be better guarantees  as to product
quality  and producers' retums. As regatds the general problem of oversupply, the Com-
mittee urged a tougher planting and replanting policy than any envisaged to date by the
Commission. Naturally,  allowance would have to be made for interregional  social, economic
and quality differences. The Committee  also ptoposed  a set of measures for dealing with
the sauctutal sutpluses which appeared  in 1975. First, Membet States' wine duties should
be aligned on the rates currently applied in Ftance, Italy and Germany,  Second,  the Com-
munity should promote the introduction of new grape products. In the thitd place, the
Community should encourage the grubbing up of poor quality  vines and the re-training
of wine-gtowers in certain  regions.
The Committee  attached very great importance to the preparation of its Opinion on the
1976177 farm ptice proposals. In March 7975, it set up a standing study group 'rhose
members 'wete dtawn from the Agriculture Section. This study group  was instructed to
analyse the factots  that the Commission should nomally  take into consideration when
working  out its farm price proposals.  The Committee was thus bettet ptepated for its
-15-fotmaT examination of the proposals  fiot the 7976177 matketing yeat. But the Commission
was unable to submit these proposals before December, so that the Committee  had to defer
pteparation  of its Opinion until the January  1976 Plenary Session.
2, Transport Policy
The Committee's  work in the field of transport and communications centred on (i) the
Common Transport Policy and (ii) the utilization of telecommunications  facilities and the
interrelationships  between transport and telecommunications.
a) Ot 28 March 1974, the Committee  delivered an Opinion on the Commission's  Com-
munication to the Council on the Development of the Common Transport Policy. In
this Opinion, the Committee  commented  on the broad lines of the Common Transpott
Policy and on its aims and instruments,  The Committee  agreed  with the Commission  that
stronger  links should  be forged between transport policy  and othet common policies, and
reserved the right to return to this matter at a latet date,
In November  7974 the Committee  decided to take a closer look at some of the ptoblems
taised in the Commission's  Communication,  and to draw up an Additional Opinion on the
Common Ttansport Policy's links with the common  energy and tegional development
policies and the Enancial implications of these links.
On the subiect of transport and enetgy policy, the Committee  conciuded  that events since
7973 had brought  about a profound  change which would have considerable repetcussions
on our ecoflomic otder and on our pattern of growth,  Enetgy would temain  an expensive
crrmmodity  that should  be used as sparingly as possible.  Since ttansport was doubly con-
cemed as both a transporter  and a consumer of enetgy,  every possible way of conserving
enetgy should be examined.
f'he Conrmunity should make a detetmined effort to r^tionalize  sectors which w-ere big
consumers of energy (e.g. air transport). In addition, it was necessary to promote public
transport and develop its inftasffucture  as a matter of priority,
As regards regional policy the Committee stressed a major insttument  in this field of regional
policy,
llhe nrachinery proposed by the Commissioo fot tlne otgaoization  of Community traosport
might, however, be at v^ri^nce with the aims of tegional  poiicy. The financing of in-
frastructure in paticular  seemed  to be a potential area of conflict. Market forces 'rere
cleatll,not  sufficient  to relieve congestion  in heavily built-up areas and provide  the infra-
stfucture  needed to stimulate  deveJopment  jn backv-ard areas, Any moves to balance  out
tegional diffetences had to be compatible with a Community system fot the financing of
infrastructufe.
The Committee recommended  that some of the revenue from taxes levied on transport  should
be used to set up a Community  fund for the development  and maintenance  of iflfrastructure.
The IIIB too, if adequately topped  up, could contribute to the financing of infrastructure
schemes which are of importance  to the Community as a whole.
The Committee noted that it was difficult to define,  with any degree of accuracy,  the Enancial
repetc.ussions on transport of the other common policies. These difficuities  were compounded
_16_by the absence of Community  frscal and budgetary policies. Nevertheless,  the principle
of fiscal neutrality had to be followed  in the taxation of competing catriets and modes of
transport. It would be possible to cfeate an automatic financing mechanism fot the de-
velopment  ofinfrastructute  by earmarking  the pfoceeds  from specific  transport  taxes. Such
a mechanism would have a beneficial  effect on the coordination  and long-term  planning
of lnfrastructure measures.  Because of an ovetall  shotage  of funds, some of the money
eatmarked for infrastructute schemes might, however,  have to be divetted elsewhere'
Tax incentives  should  be used to promote measufes which were in the public iotetest,  such
as tackling  traffic and transport problems  in conutbations.
In conclusion,  the Economic and Social Committee  expressed  the view that progtess could
be made towards aligning  (i) vehicle and fuel tax systems and (ii) the rules fot VAT exemption
and deductability.
b) T:he Committee used its right of initiative to draw up a study on the utilization of tele-
communications  facilities  and the interrelationships between  transport  and telecommuni-
cations. This studn which was very well received io many circles, has since been published
as an Opinion.
The Committee  observed that telecommunications  had become a tital part of society and
would continue  to gain in importance,  playing a crucial role as a catalyst and instigator of
economic  and social change.
Teleprocessing(that  is to say data ptocessingthtough the intermediaryof telecommunications)
was of importance to a whole host of services, including means of mass communication.
The ptogtess that was likely in this field would provide society  with maior insttuments
of innovation,  especially in the services  sector and in the fields of health, traffic safety and
education (including continuing adult education).
One maior adr^ntage of telecommuqications,  ftom the business  and administrative points
of view, was that it made decentralization possible,  Telecommunicatiofls services were
an important pa:t of any infrasttucture and, as such, were a sine qila ,tott for regional de-
velopment.
The Committee  thought  that the Commission  ought to take a close look at the potential
applications  of telecommunications  in the 6eld of transport, and the impact which these
applications  might have on employment.  The Commission  should also study the extent
to which transport  and telecommunications  in the Community  were intetchangeable.
In conclusion,  the Committee  called upon the Commission  to submit proposals  as soon as
possible fot the implementation of a Community telecommunications  policy.
It should be pointed out that the gtadual liberalization of the transport market  proposed by
the Commission  met with only limited apptoval.  Some membets of the Committee  took
the view that aa increase in capacity was oot called for at the moment  and would probably
cause difrculties, as the recent  emergence  of surplus capacity  in several Member  States would
seem to suggest. The maiotity of the Committee's  members, however,  thought  otherwise.
Therefore the Committee  agreed with the Commission  in its Opinion and supported the
gradual libetalization of the transport market.
-t7  -3. External Relations
The Committee dealt with three matters in this field: the generalized tariffpreferences  which
the Community grants to cetain developing countties, the implementation of the Lom6
Convention,  and the Community's  futute policy on development  aid.
The Committee shared the Commission's concem to see that the poorest deveioping  counffies
benefit most from the 1976 genetalized  tatiffpreferences  scheme. It approved ofthe caution
teflected in the proposals which in view of the effects  r-rf inflation  did not go substantially
further than the 1975 scheme. The Committee  felt that the operation of the scheme could
and should  be improved througb  better management aod better infotmation.  The details
of the annual  schemes  should be ieft, to a g{eater  extent, to the disctetion  of the Commission.
Although the long-term goals of the GSP took account of previous  Committee  recommen-
dations, the list of beneficiary countries should eventually  be reviewed in the light ofobiective
economic and social ctiteri*.
At its Novembet  Pienary Session, the Committee adopted an Opinion on the implementation
of the Convention  of Lom6. The ptoceedings  were attended by Mr. Battaglia, Ptesident-
in-Office  of the Council of the European Communities. In its Opinion, the Committee spoke
out for the involvement of economic  and social interest groups in implementing the co-
operation policy provided  for in the Convention.  As regards  ttade, it  u/as particulady
worried about the impact  on iobs in the EEC, especially in farming and in cetain tegions,
of opening up the Community market to ACP products. The Committee  considered that
industtial cooperation  between the EEC and ACP States  must be initially on the self-sustain-
ing growth oflocal and regional  markets.  Industry could be traosfetred  to the ACP States,
btrt this should not lead to the development  of ACP industties  which were competitive only
because their workforce received lorv waEles. The Committee  also stressed the importance
of infotmation and a favourable business climate backed up by security for persons and
investn:rents.
Through its Section for Extetnal Relations, the Committee continued  its contacts vrith non-
EEC countties. In September,  fot instance, the Section had an infotmal  exchange  of views
with representatives  of tmde unions  and trade organizations  in the EFTA  countties.
Finally,  the Committee ttied to work out a.*'ay of involving  representatives  of EEC economic
and social interest groups in the GATT negotiations,
4. Regional Policy
For some time nou., the Committee  has been dtawing  attention to the fact that the present
€conomic crisis is liable to aggravate  the stagnation and decline in the EEC's  most back$/ard
regions, At times such as these, a common regional policy is particularly  important,  in
order to stimulate economic and social development  in such regions  and keep a tighter reio
on development  in areas rvhich ate already heavily industtialized.
The Committee therefore welcomcd the establishment of a European  Regional Development
Fund for the period  1975-1977, and the setting  up of a Committee for Regional  Policy last
March. Both the Council and the Commission  agreed with the Committee  that aid had
to be concentrated more in the most backrvard regions.
-18-Because of the importance  which it attachcs  to the role of the Community in the economic
and social  development ofits less favoured regions and to the creation ofan effective  common
tegional  policy, the Committee  called on its Section for Regional Development  to ptep^re 
^ study on the implementation of regional policy in the Community during this initial thtee-
yeat experimental period. The study exarnines  the initial operations of the Regional  Fund
with a view to identifying the type of problems  which  may atise during  the remainder  of
the experimental period. Particular  attentioo  is paid to the role and influence of the tegions
in connection  with the planning and implementation of tegional development,  to the pro-
blems raised by the principle of' additionality ' and to the coordination and harmonization
of national  and Community policies  relevant  to regional development. In examining  these
and other problems,  the study aims to clari$' in pr^ctic^l terms the principles, means  and
methods  of a common regional policy,
The Committee  found it particulady important  to acquaint  itself rvith the views and pte-
occupations  of the people  immediately concemed  by the programmes  and proiects in the
field of regional development  and to this effect and in conoection  vzith the preparatioa  of
the study, otganized  a series of heatings  and consultations  with representatives of tegions
and local authorities. The study is scheduled to be ready in eatly 7976.
5. Industrial Policy
The Committee  gave further consideration  to the adaptation  and evolution of individual
industries,  Opinions  were produced, for instance, on the policies to be adopted for the
textile, shipbuilding and wood pulp industties. Anothet Opinioo reviewed the daa-
processing  industry of the Community.
The last-named sector was studied in pafticular detail. The Committee  rvorked  out policy
guidelines  designed to improve the intemational competitiveness of Community companies
and suppotted the Commission's  proposals  regarding urgent measures  to be taken by the
Community,
Using its right to deliver Opinions on its own initiative,  the Committee looked at the issues
involved in liberalizing public purchasing in advanced  technology  sectots.
In support of the Commission's  efforts to establish a real common market, the Committee
btoadly approved a Commission proposd ofl the setting-up  of European Cooperation
Groupings.
During the yeat, the Court of Justice handed down several highly important  decisions on
freedom of movement and the freedom to provide services. These  decisions  marL.ed  a
major development  in Community  lav/. The Committee  was able to follow mattets closely,
thanks largely to exchanges of views with the Commission.
Because of the Cowt's decisions, a numbel of proposed  directives  on the ptofessions  had
to be revised. The Committee was consulted  by the Couocil on the Commission's amendment
to its otiginal proposal  conceming  lawyers, made under the second  paragraph  of Article 749
of the EEC Treaty.
An Opinion was also issued on a proposed  directive concerning  ctedit institutions. The
Committee  described this proposal  as inadequate.
-19-The simplification of customs  procedures  rlras the subiect of a number of proposals  for
dfuectives  and regulations  on which the committee issued opinions.  The main topics in
this field were the community  transit  system and origin des for petroleum  products.
Much of the committee's  work here was devoted to examining the commission's  programme
to simplify the ptesent cumbetsome system of custo-a  ptoa"dor"s, which sometimes proves
to be a virtually insutmountable  obstacle for businessmen.
Finally,  the Committee endotsed  the Commission's ptoposal which consolidated the provision
on Community  transit. It has repeatedly called for such a consolidating instrument, which
would get rouncl the present dimculty of having to refer to several texts on this subiect.
6. Technical  Barriers
Mcrtor vehicles, ttactots, construction  equipment and motor-cycles were the four main
topics dealt with.
The C,omnrittee has always  attached patticulat  importance  to the alignment  of nationallaws,
and many years ago it set up a pemanent study group to dtaft the preliminary versions of
its Opinions on the elimination of technical barriers to aade.
rn the course of its ten meetings held this year, the group dtew up foutteen draft opinions
and examined seventeen  proposals for ditectives.
In the motot  vehicle sector, the document  to which the Committee  devoted  most attention
was the proposed ditective on seat belts, since this vrill affect both the motor industtv  and
the safety of drivers and passengers.
The Committee also proposed important changes to the draft directive  designed to imptove
the safety of farm ttactors.
The Opinion on the sound  level petceived  by dtivets of wheeled  agticultural  or fores*y
tmctors led to the commission  taking the unprecedented  step of inviting a committee
Rappotteur  and a membet of the Committee's secretariat  to a meeting \i/hich it had organized
to see horv it could amend its original  proposal in the light of the views expressed  by the
Committer:.
7. Social Policy
rn its opinion  on the Developmenr  of the Social situation  in the community  in 7974, the
committee  pointed  out that, although  significant progress had been made, particulady
under the Social Action Progmmme,  there were still many gaps in the EEC's social policy.
These gaps were particulady regtettable  in view of the fact thar the community and the
wotld as a whole were in the thtoes of a serious economic  ctisis which was makinp  the
position of certain categories  of rvorkers  even more vulnerable.
It was against this background that the committee  issued an own-initiative opinion on
the updating  of the social Action Programme of the community,  In this opinion the com-
mittee emphasized the urgent  need to formulate and implement a Community policy of
full and better employment. This policy should take account of the apptoach  adopted to
economic  testructuring,  and teflect the requirements  of a new type of economic grov/th
in keeping with the new situation  and the social requirements of our time.
-20-Tlre Committee  has always  tealized that there can be no real policy in this 6eld without a
genuine economic insftument for funnelling  the necessary expenditure. In its Opinion  on
Intefvention by the Social Fund to encoufage  Structural Adiustment Measufes, the Com-
mitee observed  that - 
in view of what was at stake and the diff,cult choices to be made-the
Community should not have taken a piecemeal  approach of limited  scope and effect. Vhat
was needed was comprehensive,  purposeful action, based on a precise definition of the
economic  and social goals, and capable  of giving the European Social Fund the tesources
and the reliability  needed to make it the pte-eminent  instrument  of Community  social policy.
The Committee  has also delivered Opinions  on Commission  proposals  designed to afford
better protection  to underprivileged  social groups and improve  theit lot.  One of these
ptoposals  was fot a Progtamme  of Pilot Schemes aad Studies to Combat Poverty. The
Committee  approved  this Ptogramme  but pointed out tlat the causes of poverty wefe to
be found in the real inequalities  of social and ecoflomic  structures. If pover4'  v/as to be
wiped out there would have to be a long-term programme  of structutal tefotm involving
wider access to information  and changes in the disttibution of tesources  and in the relative
influence  of the various social groups.
On several occasions the Committee  took a stand on the subiect of migrant workers and
their families, particulatly with reference  to the Action Programme drawn up by the Comrnis-
sion. It focused attention  on the ever-present  danget of consideting  migrant workers
purely and simply as factors of production. Vhile migration might be regatded as an
exptession ofthe right to choose iobs, the necessary  resources should be deployed to improve
job opportunities, so that workers were not forced to leave their countries  and families  in
order to eam a living,
The Committee  also delivered  an Opinion on the reterition of the tights and advantages  of
employees  in the case of mergers, takeovers  and 
^m 
lg m tions. In this Opinion it advo-
cated extensive preliminary  consultation with employees' fepresentatives  even in the case
of dismissals  necessitated by changes in the structure of undetakings. Employees' represen-
tatives should  be supplied with all the documentation  they need in order to have the fullest
possible  information about the proiected operations, and they should be allowed to call
in one or more experts of their choice to assist them,
The Committee  also came out in favour of a Community prograrnme  fot education, taking
the view that education  must be available to all strata of societv. It was most concerned
that educational  oppotunities were still unequal.
Finally, the Committee  delivered  two Opinions as a conffibutiofl to Intemational \fomen's
Yeat. One of these Opinions related to a Commission  proposal,  and the other v/as dras/n
up on the Committee's  own initiative.
In the fitst of these Opinions the Committee pointed out that equality  of tteatment  had not
yet been achieved. Sex discrimination still existed not only in law but also in everyday  life.
Deep-rooted  pteiudices  were responsible.
The Committee considered it essential  that steps be taLen to ensure that all occupations and
the training therefore are open to women,
In the second Opioion the Committee  stressed that European  Union could not come about
unless  the 130 million women in the Community were accepted  as full members of society
with exactly the same rights and the same oppoltunities  as men.
-21 -Finally, the Committee  delivered an Opinion on the llioposal fot a Council Decision in
regard to the Intervention of the European  Social Fund in Favour of Petsons Occupied  in
the Textile  and Clothing Sectors, and an Opinion on the Proposal for a Council Decision  on
European  Social Fund Measures  to Aid Vocational Adaptation  Opetations.
\fhilst apptoving the proposals put forward  by the Commission,  the Committee  made one
or two general rematks  on the roie of the Social Fund in the present economic  and social
situation,  paticulatly in connection  with structural adaptation.  The Committee  also asked
that the Social Fund teceive the financial  resources necessarv fot effectivelv  executins the
tasks entrusted to it,
8. The Environment
The Committee's  attention here was focused on the implementation of the environmental
action pro€lramme,  which commits  the Community  institutions to adopting ditectives
and decisions  on certain types of industtial waste, limit v:rlues for the use of cettain dangerous
substances,  and quality standatds for specific products,
The Committee  genetally  approved  the measures  taken to combat the pollution of rivers,
lakes, and the sea. It drew attention, however, to the need to evaluate the economic  and
social tepercussions on industry  located  near stretches of water subject to the new EEC
regulations, if the standards  were too tigid or had to be complied  with too quickly.
It thought  that transitionel periods  should be set for introducing  the measures  envisaged,
and that teseatch  should be carried out so as to attive at a balance between the economic and
social aspects on the one hand, and environmental  protection on the other.
If the wood-pulp  industry ran into any difficulties  thtough anti-pollution measures, the
Committee thought it should receive assistance  from a special  Community fund, rather than
be gtanted exemptions ftom the provisions of the proposed dircctive.
As tegarcls  air and soil pollution, the Committee  welcomed  ptoposais  to limit the use of a
numbet of substances,  such as polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)  and pesticides, in view
of the serious damage they could cause to the envitonment.  The Committee  aiso endorsed
the proposal to set up a system under vrhich the Member  States would exchange information
on atmospheric  pollution caused  by sulphur compounds and airborne particulates. The
C,:mmittee  pointed out in this connection  that pollution at the workplace had long been
sho$n to have an impact on the external environment.
\(/hen dealing with ptoposals to lay down quality  standatds, the Committee  stressed  the
impottance of such measures  in protecting consumers  and safeguarding  public health.
In sevetal of its Opinions it urged that manufacturers be encoutaged to use materials which
did not endanger public health or pose any difficult  waste-disposal ptoblems.
It also called fot an extensive campaign to educate  the public about ptoduct labelling.  It
considered that all Community rneasutes in the field of consumet  protection  should pro-
vide fot labelling which enabled consumels  to be fully awate of what w-as in a product
befote they bought it.
The Committee  stressed  the impotance of the Multiannual  Envitonmental  Research  and
Deveiopment Programme  and the Eutopean Foundation for the Improvement  of Living
and \Yotkins Conditions.  It identified  areas in which teseatch  work should be concefltrated
-22-but felt that Community expenditure  would only be effective if scientific  circles, the press,
public opinion, cettain  movements  artd otganizations,  and the various institutions involved,
wete kept informed about what was going on.
9. Economic Policy
At the beginning  of the yeat, the Committee produced an Information Report oo the mounting
problem of Inflation - 
largely seen then as a relatively short-term impediment to gro'r/th
and empioynnent, fot which immediate  soiutions should be found. As the year dtew to
a close, the Committee had started,  as patt of its contribution to the Commission's 4th Medium
Term Economic  Progtamme, to consider  amongst  othef mattefs the sttuctural  causes of
inflation  and their longer-term solution.
The Infotmation  Report  isolated the many demand-pull  and cost-push causes  of the current
tecotd levels of inflation in most Member  States. It concluded that a combination  of
fneasures  to combat it is always rnote effective  than a single measure. The Committee
emphasized  the diiemma  'sith which the Community goverflments  Me f^ced in making the
' political' choice on measures  to adopt, since io adopting  measures  to achieve notmally-
accepted economic and social objectives such as price-stability  and balance of pa;'ments
equilibrium,  the rcalizatiott of other objectives such as employment  and growth are frequently
put in ieopardy.
Because of the continuing  gravity  of the economic  situation, February  saw the Committee
give an own-initiative Opinion on ' The Economic  Situation of the Community and the
Policy  to be putsued'. It asked for a clear distinction to be made in Community  economic
and social policy-making  between  what ate short-term and what are structural ptoblems.
The Committee undetlined the absolute necessity  for collaboration bet-ffeen Member States
in facing the present  critical situation of unemployment and inflation, and proposed  that
whetevet  possible it be consulted at the drafting stage of Community  policy decisions.
This led naturally on to the two separate  Opinions  the Committee  gave in May on ' The
Degtee of Convergence of Member  States' Economic  Policies' and ' The Restrucuring
of the Economies ',
The fitst - 
on the convergence of Member States'  economic policies - 
was an Additional
Opinion to its eadiet one referred to above, on the Economic Situation,  in the light of the
Commission's  own Report in March on the extent to which the February 1974 Council
Decision  ofl the attainment  of a high degree  of convergence of economic policies had been
adheted to.  The Committee noted with disquiet  the real lack of hatmonization  in economic
poliry decision-making  among Member  States, and the failure to implement Community
economic and social policy guidelines  in specific areas. It ends by proposing tnote modest
and thus mote realistic ways in which convergence of Member  States' policies couid  be
achieved.
The second - 
an Opinion on the festructufing  of the economies - 
was drawn up at the
invitation  of the Commission as part of the consultative  ptocedutes leading up to the ptoduc-
tion of its 4th Medium-Tetm  Economic Programme  (expected in the Spring of 7976). In
it, the Committee  pronounced  fumly in favour of the market economy,  whilst urging for
effective  legislation against dominant  positions  and monopolies. It expressed  views on
the ctiteria governing  increased State intervention  in influencing  industrial  development.
It  affitmed that neither  zero-growth,  nor dirigism  are worthwhile ends. The hitherto
-23-intractable problems attached  to restructuring must now be apptoached by public authotities
and the social  partners in a spirit of coopetation  and not confrontation'
Opinions were also given on the Commission's  proposal  to postpone,  fot the second  time,
by a yeat, the commencement of the second  stage of the Harmonizatiot of Taxes on Man-
ufactured Tobacco products- (now 1 July 1977), and on a Ptoposal to change the Timetable
for the preparation  of the Commission's  Annual Repott on the Economic Situation of the
Community.
Futthet wotk is under v'ay as pat of the on-going col.laboration  between the Committee
and the Commission in the field of Medium-Term  Economic Policies. On the short-term
ecooomic policies, the Committee gave its Opinion (in October)  on the Commission's
Annual Report on the Economic Situation of the Community.
The Committee believed  that the Commission was again being too optimistic ifl its proiections
fot 1976. Its analysis of the wodd economic situation attached too little importance  to the
effect upon the EEC ofthe economic recovery - 
or the lack ofit - 
in other industrialized
countries.  The Committee  called the Commission  to task for proposing cootdination  of
economic  policies, v.ithout specifying precisely  what form this coordination  should take.
It agreed resolutely  with the Commission  that it is incumbent upon the social patmers to
work together  with the authorities  in an attempt to bting about a revival of confidence in
future economic  growth, The Committee  then addressed  itself to the three fundamental
questions of employment lnlicy, anti-in{lationary policy, and the need for firms to have
the requisite capital to make  the investments needed fot cteating  new iobs.
At the yeat-end.  the Committee was still working on tv'o additional ptoposals by the Com-
mission:  the proposal for a Directive of the Council conceming  the hatmonization  of systems
of Company taxation and of withhoiding taxes on dividends;  the proposal fot the estab-
lishment  <>f a Flopean Community  Institute for economic analysis and tesearch.
'10. Energy Policy
The main thrust of the Committee's work during the yeat was ditected  at the evaluation  of
a number  of concrete measures proposed by the Commission  to implement  the new energy
policy  strategy, whose targets for 1985 had been apptoved  by the Council on 17 Decembet
7974.
Commenting  on the first of these, the Communication'Energy for Europe:  Reseatch  and
Development',  the Committee pointed  out that research and development had a fundamental
tole to play in the new strategy,  both in developing new and existing sources of supply
and in reducing the Community's  dependence on imported energy. Howevet, in view
of the extremely high financial  outlay involved, it tequested that sttingent priotities should
be set for individual  areas of research, concentrating  on those which promised  the maximum
reduction of imported oil within a short period.
Ir therefcrre urged that high ptiotity should be given to indigenous bydrocarbons  by im-
pfoving the recovery factor for offshole oil and by developing technology for deep-sea
exploitation. In the coal sector, it requested  that special attention  should  be given not only
to gasifrcation, automated  prcpatution plants and high performance methods  but also to
improvements  of living and working conditions.
_24-It also believed  that a latge proportion  of R & D expenditure  should be devoted to nucleat
energy, recognizing that in the cuttent circumstances, it constituted  a teal altemative  to oil.
The priorities within this sector  should be reactor safety, fast-breeder  technology which
offered the possibility ofgreater  independence  in nuclear fuel supplies and high-temperature
reactors which could be used in latge-scale hydrogen production.
At the same time, the Committee felt that work on the longer-tetm alternatives,  pafiicula:iiry
those of hydrogen  and thermonuclear  fusion, should  not be neglected.
In the light of these comments by the Committee and those of other bodies, the Commission
fnalized, its proposals in its ' Programmes fot research  and development  actions in the 6e1d
of energy'.  These wete apptoved by the Committee  on 29 May and implemented  by the
Council on 22 August 1975.
The Committee  similady endorsed  the'Proposed Council Regulation (EEC)  concetning
support to common  projects for hydtocarbon exploration,' subiect to a number of specific
tecommendations.
Pointing out the obiective  was to improve the security of the Community's  energy supply,
it suggested that, under cettain conditions, onshore exploration  vork should also be brought
within the scope of the proposed regulation. It  recommended  that adequate  financial
provision  should be made in the Community's budget and that the ceiling fot Community
suPport as a proportion  of the total cost of a ptoject should be raised from the level of 25 lo
proposed  by the Commission  to 40 o/o. Proiects undertaken in offshore conditions should
include  adequate provisions  for wotker safety and environmental protection. Disputes
between the Commission and undettakings  on the commercial viability of a proiect - 
which
would detetmine  whether the financial support should be repaid - 
should be referred  to
an independent  atbitator  rvhose decision would be binding. The infotmation requited
on each ptoject should  be split, fustly, into that to be provided before the ptoiect is undet-
taken and, secondly, that required after its completion.  Finally, the Committee  suggested
that the proposed exploration programme  should take on a flexible  and revolving  chatactet
while, at the same time, being integrated  in the Community's  enetgy targets  fot 1985.
fn the nuclear field, the Committee  took a broadly favourable  view of the' Draft Council
Decision  empowering  the Commission  to issue Euratom loans with a view to a Community
contribution  towards the financing of nuclear  poq/ef stations '.  However, it felt that the
proposed  annual funding of 500m u,a. should  be open to subsequent  review, as experience
dictated, because  this fgure fell well short of the size of finance  programme  requfued  to make
a significant contribution  towards the achievement of the 1985 targets for installed  nucleat
capacity. It proposed that Community financing should not necessarily  be limited to 30 o/,
of the total cost and that it should,  with the same priority, be extended to nuclear fuel cycle
installations, given their specific  problems in taising  longer-term 6nance.  Evaluation  of
projects should  take account not only of their frnancial viability but also their consequences
fot public health and envitonmental  protection. Finally, it was necessary  to safeguatd
continuity of the €nance programme over time,
On 29 May 1975, the Committee  also warmly  welcomed ' The Progtamme  on radioactive
'raste management and storage' believing that it could make a potentially  crucial contri-
bution to the development  of nucleat energy in the Community. \7hile consideting that
existing  methods of treating and storing radioactive  waste were sufficient for the time being,
it believed  that satisfactory  solutions had to be found io the form of advanced techniques
so that the Community would  be able to cope with the sharply increasing  volume of waste
produced  as more and more nuclear plants  came into operation.
-25-Noting the existence  of suitable geological  salt formations in the Community offeting  safe
prospects  for very long-tetm tadioactive  waste  disposal, the Committee did not see technical
obiections  to a furthet expansion of nuclear  enetgy production,  Nevetheless it believed
th^t a m iot effort would have to be made to perfect and scale-up a numbet of suitable
methods which were currently undergoing  trials in order to 
^rrive 
at a system of ndioactive
waste disposal  capable of meeting exttemely stringent  safety tequirements. The ptogtamme
was impiemented  by the Council  <>n 26 J:onc  1.975.
In a similar opinion ofl the' Cornmunication  fiom the Commission  to the Council on the
technological  problems  of nuclear  safety', the Committee  laid particular emphasis on the
need fot adequate public information  on the safety  aspects of nuclear development. It also
suggested that efforts to hatmonize  nuclear  safety provisions throughout the Communiry
would be faciiitated by a Community-cootclinated  research and development programme
to ensure convefgence of new ideas on safety which were currently evolving  at a tapid tate.
Both of these  suggestions by the Committee  were specifically  taken up by the Council in
its Resolution  on this question on 22 July 1975.
The Committee,  having  eatlier given outline approval to the Commission's  new energy
strategy in1974, expressed its views in detail on the various sectoral proposals which were
subsequently made by the Commission.
It supported  the programme fot tational energy  use, believing  that it could do much to
reduce the Community's dependance  on imported energy  and improve  its balance-of-pay-
ments, However,  it warned that such enefgy consefvation measufes should not have
adverse  effects on employment  or other social conditions.
The Comrnittee  regardecl the means suggested for the implementation of a hydrocarbons
policy as insufrcient  both in scope and effectiveness  to give the Community the minimum
authority  necessary  to ensure secure  supplies ofenergy under satisfactory  economic conditions.
It was essential  for the Community to adopt a coherent  unified approach  in cooperating
with maiot importing  countries (Japan), the maior consumer and producer  countries  (USA,
USSR), the exporting countries (IPEC) and the developing countries.
It apptoved the general principle  of taking  measures  to reduce energy  consumption  in the
event of oil suppiy difficulties. llowever,  while recognizing that responsibility for these
measures had, to a certain extent and for the time being, passed to the International Energy
Agency (IEA), it believed that. ultimately, ptimaty responsibility  should lie with the
Community.
Dealing u'ith the electricity sector, the Committee  noted that it offered  considerable pos-
sibilities fot the substitution  of secute conr.entional soutces fot oil and for the development of
nuclear enetgy. The use of coa.l, lignite and peat for electricity ptoduction shouid thus
be encouraged.  But the Communitv's  limited oil and natttzl gas resources  should, where
possible, be teserved for other uses which  gave a better efFciency, Similarly, on the con-
sumption  side, no incentives should be given which would tesult in taising imported energy
requirements.  At the same time, the market would have to retain sufficient flexibility to
enable it to absorb nucleat-based  electticity as it became available,
The Committee questioned  the feasibility  of attaining an installed  nuclear  capacity of 160 GVe,
and, if possible, 200 G!ile in the Community in 1985. It cited as reasons the recent fall-off
in electricity demand, the persistence of cettain di{ficuities tegatding  the supply of fissile
materials, teprocessing, storage and waste  disposal, and the misgivings expressed by cettain
sectors of the general public. However, it suppotted the proposed  nuclear fuels policy,
-26-because it would be needed to back up a ouclear  progiamme, even whete the lattet was
scaled  down or deferred.
Finally, the Committee suppotted the Commission's  aim of maximizing the use of both
indigenous  and impoted ."a.  ft tegatded  the obiectives  as tealistic,  but at the same time
Iooked oo them as minimum  targets.
The Committee fully approved the proposed indirect R & D actions in the fields of thetmo-
nuclear fusion, biology - 
health protection  and teference matetials.
It believed that it was essential  to pursue the necessary reseatch  work as of now, if fusion
was to conttibute to the solution of the Community's long-tetm energy ptoblems after the
year 2000. Faced with ever incteasing demands  on limited R & D fioance,  the Community
was faced vrith a clear choice between giving substantial suppott to a fevu ptoiects ot limited
assistance to aTatge number, The Community had to adopt the first coutse. It was thus
cotfect to concentfate on tokamak  technology  and to limit the Community effort to a single
joint project. Nevertheless, it was essential  that the Community retain through  adequate
frnaniial commitment, its position among  the wotld leadets  in fusion technology,  if it was
flot to lose its ctedibility  and, with it, access to intemational information.
The Committee  believed  that continuation of the research  wotk of the biology -  health
pfotection  pfogfamme on the effects of ionizing tadiation  on man and the envitonment,
involving constant review of ptotection  standards,  was absolutely essential if nuclear energy
was to be used on an increasingly commercial basis. It wamed against  any weakening
in the Community's financial commitment to the ioint study of the very important  issues
in this field.
The Committee also approved the Commission's  proposals to btoaden the collection of
information on enefgy investment ptoiects of common intetest  by raising the forward
information requirement for conventional electricity  plants from th.ree to five yeats and
placing  nuclear proiects under this requirement  for the 6tst time.
-27 -CHAPTER  III
PRESS RELATIONS AND OUTSIDE  ECHO
\flhen one is trying to assess  the results of the ptess relations work undertaken  by the Secte-
tatiat, it is only falr to judge it in the context of the publicity given to the Community in
general.
Several  basic critetia should be taken into account: there is first of all the much lower degree
of intetest  given by the newspaPer  readet ot television  viewet to the European  Community
in compadson  to the amount he gives to local and national affairs. Then the Economic
and Social Committee's  role in the Community decision-making  pfocess is not immediate
but of consultative  nature only. A third and most impottant  aspect is that the Committee's
plenary sessions  are not open to the public unless  a specific decision to the contrary  is taken.
Fourthln when comparing the Committee's  press relations  work to that of the Community
institutions,  its resoutces  in terms of finance and manpowet  are extremely modest.
In the light of these handicaps,  however,  its achievements  can be assessed as positive, above
all by the steadily gtowing  number of mentions of the Committee in the press of the Member
States. By careful monitoting  of the press clippings received  in the Secretatiat - 
and these
can only be a proportion of those actually  published -  it has been possible to establish
the fact that there is an undoubted  increase of news items about the Committee in the papers.
It can iustifiably be atgued that this grov/th in tecognition is due to the increased  influence
gained by the Committee's  activities  in the course of the year, a factot which the Press and
Infotmation  Division has sought  to exploit to the full.
Among the Committee's  opinions which obtained a widet echo than others, it is perhaps
woith mentioning  those on agricultufal  pfices, on data ptocessing,  on the social  actioo
prograrnme,  on equal treatment  of men and women, the plogress  teport on the common
agricultural policy, the Lomd Convention,  and, last but not least, on the Europ€an  Union.
The effects on the Committee  of Btitain's referendum  result in June and its actual imple-
mentation in September with the seating of the new members wete also widely  repoted.
A maior boost for gaining attention for the Committee's  activities in the media were the
official visits of the Chaitman  to Dublin,  Patis,  Copenhagen  and Rome,  as well as his call
on the Belgian Prime Minister,  Mr, Tindemans.  The visit of the President of Iteland to
the Committee  received good coverage.
Section meetings held outside  the Committee's  offices also helped in focussing  interest  ofl
the opinions they wete prepariflg. This was true for the opinions on telecommu{rications
prepared in Dublin, on genetalized  tadff preferences  in Copenhagen, on the new strategy
for an enetgy policy in Lyons, aod orr measures for migrant \torkers in Rome.
The Press and Information  Division, in addition to its main task of maintaining ptess te-
lations, has made efforts to obtain a wider readetship  for the Committee's  opinions and
studies by publishing  a fevr ofthem in a handy printed edition. This applied to the studies
on the Progress Report  on the Common Agricultutal  Policy, the Situation of the Small
-29-and Medium Enterprises,  and the opinion oo the Eutopeao Union, It has also publicized
the Committee by publishing a leaflet and a brochure  explaining its tole and fuoctions and
a directory  of its members.
The information wotk carried out by the Press and Information  Division can also be taken
as an indicator  of the gtowing interest being shown for the Committee.  Requests for
information  and for Committee  opinions and papers has risen ftom one thousand in 7974
to fourteen hundred in 1975. The numbet of visitors has also increased from twelve hunderd
in 1974 to fifteen hundred  and sixty in the yeat under teview.
In the final analysis, it is the view which the members hold of the Committee  and theit
willingness to give its activities a widet opening thtough theit organizations  and the pu-
blications  available to them which holds the key to progtess in this 6eld. They ate indeed
its proper spokesmen  in the Member  States; their personal contribution  is crucial fot gaining
a gteatet audience  for the Committee's  actions and for its recoEnition in the widest sense'
-30 -CHAPTER IV
THE GROUPS
Article 1 9 of the revised version of the Rules of Procedure, issued in J.une 197 4, gave ofEcial
tecognition  to the Groups.  The role and working methods of the Groups are dealt with
in Bureau fnstructions, These  Instructions do not gire a cleat definition of the role of the
Groups, but they do stipulate that the Groups - 
which must have at least thirty membets  -
are to have a small administrative infrastructute (one admiaisttative sedetary  pet Group).
In 1974, the Groups became  noticeably more important.  One maior teason for this was
the regular consultations  between the Group Chairmen and the Chairman of the Committee,
But a factor of equal importance  was the fact that each Group agteed on certain fuodamental
principles; this revealed a Group solidarity which cut across national  considerations.
The tend has been bome out and, indeed, accentuated  in 1975.
Group | - Employers
Group I includes representatives of public and privately-owned  industry, maiot aading
coflcems, banking and 6nance.  Two seats left vacant for the United Kingdom delegation
have been filled, and the Group now has 42 members. The most senior members  have
been with us since 1958, and the three fre\r'est mernbers  arrived  this year,
Under its French  Chairman, Mt. Jean de Precigout, who will complete his two-yeat term
of office in September 1976, the Gtoup has tried to improve its working procedures  by
defning the duties of the Group Secretary. These include seeing that absent members'
votes aie ttansfeffed to proxies, so that the Group is not under-reptesented  within the
Committee's  iotemal bodies. Gtoup  meetings  were regulady  preceded by consultations
between  the Group's Chairman,  Vice-Chairman  and the Secretary. The Group has not,
however, set up an enlatged  Bureau.
Nine of the Group's  members have been made responsible  for informing the Gtoup of
ongoing work in their sections. \i/here possible  the Gtoup prefers the persons  Tvho perform
this function to be Section Chaitmen or Vice-Chairmen. At all events,  thanks to this system
the Group can thrash matters out well before Opinions are voted on at the Plenary Session.
The Gtoup genetally  thinks that tnore of the Committee's  time should be given ovef to
the fundamental  issues of the EEC and that putely technical  Opinions,  such as those on
technical  bariets to trade, should be dealt with mole rapidly. Such matters  should take
up only one or two meetings, and involve mainly the appropriate experts.  But other
Opinions need larger study groups, mote meetings and few, if any, experts.
Many of the Rappoteurs  fot the maior Opinions  of 1975 came ftom Gtoup I.  Among
these topics it is worth mentioning  the Stocktaking of the Common Agricultutal  Policy;
this was formerly drawn up as a Study by Mt. Bourel in the latter patt of 7974, and was
-3t-afterwards  adopted as an Opinion, other Opinions of impotance  were those on GATT, the
Mediterranean  Policy, Genetalized.  Tariff Preferences,  Data Processing, Public Purchasing,
the Aerospace  Industrn the Common T.tansport Policy, Energy and European Union.
Group ll - Workers
The \Torkets' Gtoup is the spokesman for the unions which are represented  on the Economic
and Social Committee. The Group is chaired by Mr. Georges Debunne,  Genetal  Sectetary
of the Belgian ABW/FGTB.  It has 50 members,  including representatives  of all the
Member State organizations affiliated  to the European  Trade Union  Confederation  and two
members from the French  CGT.
In 1975 the Group played a full part in preparing and planning the Committee's  ongoing
work, and discussed  various matters  of crucial imoortance to the Committee's  futute de-
velopment.  The Group also discussed the questiorofthe  specific  approach it should adopt,
and rvotked out ways of acting rnore efectively.
The Group decided unanimously on the following  p:riotities which, in the light of the
ptesent economic situation, ate of vitai importance  to workers:
-  fight unemployment,  and work towards full and better emplolirnent, despite the diffi-
culties posed by inflations, monetary  instability  and the recent energy ctisis;
- 
maintenance of purchasing  power, guaranteed incomes;
-  wotk towards gteater political, economic,  social and cultural  democracy;
--  help cteate 
^ 
Community which cooperates with the rest of the wodd in a spirit of
partnership  to share out the wodd's riches more fdrly, and, which ensures  that workers
retain all that they have gained at national level.
Gtoup II members wete appointed  Rappoteur for a numbet of Opinions of considetable
significance for workers.  These  included:
- 
Retention  of Employees'  Rights and Advantages in the Case of Mergem;
- 
The New Enetgy Policy  Strategy fot the Community;
--  Resttucturing of the Economies;
- 
Information  Report on Inflation;
--  The Eutopean Cooperation  Grouping;
*-  Sex Discrimination  in Employment;
--  European  Social Fund Measures  to Aid Structural Adaptation;
--  The Community's Mediterranean  Policy.
Follo'wing the UK referendum  on EEC membership,  the British TUC decided to play its
full patt in the Economic and Social Committee  and to ptopose leading  trade unionists for
membership. In September, eight British trade unionists wete appointed to seats v/hich
had been unfilled since Januaty 1973. The presence of TUC tepresentatives will help Gtoup
fI to act as a powerful unit and in general pTay a gteater role in the ESC's  activities.
Group lll - Various Interests
In 1975, Group III, undet the guidance of its Chairman, Sir John Peel, developed its action
on two ftonts.
-32-On the one hand, the Group attempted  to increase  the solidarity of its 52 members and to
improve its working  procedures, on the other hand it developed its links with other bodies,
both inside and outside the Committee.
fn connection  with the first point, Group III adopted a document  on its role and working
methods.  This document  stated'  Group III brings together  iepresentatives of agriculture,
smal- and medium-sized industrial, commetcial and craft fums, families,  the professions,  the
setvice  industties,  consumers  and membets ofthe general public. In spite oftheir  diversity,
Gtoup III  members  ate united by the feeling of tepresenting socio-economic  categories
which,  because of theit special features ol particulaf stfucture, must be able to make theit
views heatd separately.
Gtoup III considers that it must have a separate voice in the dialogue  which takes place,
in the Economic  and Social Committee, befween  the institutions and the economic opetators  '.
In a memorandum to Group III, Sir John Peel sttessed that the Community  institutions needed
a body which could provide a synthesis of social ctiticism  and give an eyewitness  account
ofthe socio-economic  situation. He felt that such a bodv should  be btoadlv based and re-
present the widest possible  range of interests.
In ordet to improve its working methods, the Group clatifred its own functions and those
ofits officers. It also considered the question ofits telations with external bodies.
A number of Committee  plenary sessions vzere attended by the Ptesident  of the Council,
the President  of the Commission and various Commissioners.  On these  occasions, Group III
held a pteliminary  meeting and appointed  a single spokesman  to represent it at the Plenaty
Session.
Finally the Gtoup instituted pre-Bueau briefing sessions  for Group members  who ate
Committee officets, This was an impotant  innovation, in that it enabled  membets to have
a pteliminary  exchange of views on important  issues due to be discussed  by the Bureau.
On the extemal  relations front, Sir John Peel had talks with Mr. Michael Shanks, Com-
mission Ditector-General for Social Affairs. Sir John drew Mr. Shanks' attention to the
specific social  problems ofthe interests represented  on Gtoup III.  He also taised the matter
of Gtoup III representation oo consultative  bodies established  by the Commission.
In addition, a maiot effort was made to establish closer links with ttade orgaoizations  and
other socio-economic  gtoups which defend the interests represeated  by Group III membets.
The Group Chairman had talks with the Secretaries-General of several  such organizations.
He attended or was represented at several meetings  and rallies held by UIAPME  (Union
of Small-Crafts  and Medium-Sized  Businesses), the Pharmaceutical  Gtouping of the European
Community, the Liaison Committee  for the Professions, the Committee  of Family Orga-
nizations  in the Euopean Communities,  etc.
-33-CHAPTER  V
ATTENDANCE AT CONFERENCES
This year, the Committee received a flood of invitations to attend vafious  conferences'
semin"rs and meetings  of one sort of another altafrged  by European organizations. It
was not possible to accept them all, but the Chairman, other membets and representatives
of the seqetatiat between them did fivilurge to attend the followiog:
Colloquium  organized by the Stuttgait Chambet  of Commerce
on the European  Community and the Small Crafts Industries
General  Assembly  of the Committee of Agricultural Orga-
nizations  in the European  Commuoity
Seminar  arranged  by the Institut  de Rechetches  de Formation
et de Petfectionnement  Clnstitute fot Research into Basic  and
Advanced  Training)
National Conference  on Migtatioo, held by tle Italian Gov-
efnment
General Assembly of the Conf6d6ration  frangaise de la Co-
op€ration  agticole  (Ftench Confederation  for Coopetation  in
Agricultue)
Round Table held by the Eutopean  Managemeot Forum
Colloquium  otganizedby  the Zenttalterband  des Deutschen
Handwerks  (Confedetation  of German Crafts)  on the occasion
of the lntemational  Crafts Fair
Seminar otganized by the Eutopean  Training  and Promotion
Centre for Fatming and Rural Life on Communication  Tech-
niques in Agricultute and theit Feed-Back
11th General Meeting of the Council of European  Mu-
nicipalities
Congtess arranged by the Union ofEutopean  Federalists  with
the theme' A Democtatic Govemment fot Europe'
Symposium on the role ofnuclear en€rgy, held by the Euro-
pean Trade Union  Confedetation





20 - 23 JatwarY  alrd
24 - 27 Febtuaty
Patis










3 - 5 April
Vienna
18 - 20 April
Btussels




-35-Annual Luncheorr of the Smaller Businesses Association
57th National  Congtess  of the Ftench Conf6ddtation  Natio-
nale de la Mutualit6 de la Coop6tation  et du Cr6dit Agricole
(National Agticultural Confederation  for Mutual  Assistance,
Cooperation and &edit)
10th Fedetal Congress  of the Deutscher  Gewerkschaftsbund
(Getman  Federation of Ttade  Unions)
Meeting atanged by the Italian Crafts Confederation,  under
the auspices of the UACEE
7th CEEP Congtess on' The Present Role and Relationships
of Public  F)ntetprises  in European  Economies'
25th Congress of the ICC (International  Chambet  of Com-
merce)
Colloquium  otganized by' R€alit6s  Europdennes du Pt6sent'
107th Trades Union Congtess
27th General Assembly of the European Confederation  of
Agticuiture
Seminat otganized, by the Bund  Europiiischer  Jugend and the
CIFE
2nd Colloquium otganized  by the University of Louvain on
the problems of integration
Closing day of the Congress  of the Fdd6tation  Nationale du
Cr6dit Agricole (National Federation for Agticultutal Ctedit)
Round Table organized by the Freoch Association  d'Accueil
et d'Information  (\Telcoming and Information Association)
1lth Congtess of the Deutscher Angestelltengewerkschaft
(German Employees'  Trade Union Federation)
Seminar  on Anti-Discrimination  Legislation,  otganized by the
Irish Congress of Trade Unions
Franco-Italian Colloquium on the Meditertanean, otganized
by the Assembl6e  permanente  des Chambtes  de I'Agticulture
(standing assembly of agricultutal chambets)
Intetnational Assembly of delegates of the Council of Fluto-
pean Municipalities










16 - 19 June
London




1 - 9 September
Blackpool










73 - 77 Octobet
lViesbaden




23 - 25 Octobet
Avigrron
26 - 29 Ocrobet
Paris
-36-Conference  organized by the Dutch  Section ofthe Council of
Eutopean  Municipalities
12th meeting of the Nededands Verbond van Vakvereinigin-
gen (Nethedands  Federation of Ttade  Unions)
Information  Meeting otgnized, by the C.entre  d'Etudes  pour
l'Expansion  d'Anvers (Study  Cenee for the Expansion of
Antwerp)  and concerning a Study on Forecast Maritime
ltafficin Atr*"tp in 1980
Colloquium on' Youth and Employment in Europe', otga-
nznd,by the Council  of Europe
Seminar on'The Role of \7omen in Small-andMedium-
Sized Family Busioesses ', otganized by the European  Train-
ing and Promotion  Centre for Farming and Rual Life
125th anniversary of the Banque Nationale de Belgique
IBM seminar on' Basic Computer  Concepts  '
30 - 31 October
Noordwijkerhout




27 - 28 November
Suasbourg







APPOINTMENTS  AND RESIGNATIONS
At its meetings of 16 and 22 September 1975, the Council appointed  the following eleven












During tbe period  under teview,  Mr. Fijn van Draat, Mt. Garino, Mr. Jansen and Mr.





Mr. Venteiol  was re-appointed to the Committee  to replace Mr. Solal-Celignn who died
in 1974.




Appropriations  for the 1975 fnancial  year totalled 7 159 000 u.a. (1 u.a. :  BFrs 50), which
represented an increase  ofabout 73 o/o ovet 1974, when approptiations wete 6330 420v.a.
This inctease was directly attributable to the sharp risc in the cost of living. Most of it
was to cover increased salaries,  rents, and meetings expenditue.








Expenditure  connected with meetings  L4.1 %
- 
Expenditute on interpreting at meetings  6,7 %
- 
Expenditure  on publications 2.5%
Overall, the budget  proved suff,cient;99  o/o ofthe apptopriations  were used.
2. Staffing
In general, the struchrre adopted in 7974 for the General Secreariat is compatible with
rational  working methods.  The Bureau, therefore, decided to increase the establishment
only rnarginally fuom284 to 292 posts. The 8 new posts can be btoken down as follows:
1 Category B post
3 Category C posts
3 Category  D posts
I Lan.gtage  Service  post
AII posts were occupied at the end of 7975. In additioq  a number of auxlliary and local
staff were employed.
A further rationalization of working methods meant that the existing  staff was able to cope
with the steady  iocrease in the work load,
The inctease in staff in the wake of the expansion  of the Communities  can now be considered
at an end. Emphasis in the personnel sector  must now be placed on intensifying  vocational
ttaining  which, in the long ruo, will make for a more versatile staff.





Sectetatiat of the Plenary Session and of the Bureau
- 
Spuialiryd  Fi*ancial  Control  DePartment
DIRECTORATE  A - Director-(ieneral








Compilation  ofthe annual report
II. Exlernal Relatiorc Diision
- 
Relations with the Groups  and the Secretariats  of the Groups
- 
Relations with employers'  and worLers' organizations
- 
Relations with the other Institutions of the Communities
DI&ECTORATE  B - Director
L Diilrionfor
- 
Economic  and Financial  Questions
- 
Extemal Relations
Secretariat  of the two Sections




Pntection of tbe Ewironment, P*blic lfeahh and Cons*met Afairs
Secretariat  of the two Sections
DIRECTORAT'E  C - Dire*or





Secetariat  of the two Sections
II. Ditision for
- 
In&tstry, Conrueree,  CraJt  and Seraices
Secretariat  of the Section




Energl  and Nuclear Quertions
Secretariat  of the trvo Sections
-42-DIRECTORATE  D - ADMINISTRATION  - Dirutm
- 
Ptrnnnel |Staf Rcgalatioar Ditition
- 
Specinli<ed  Firrancial Dep$tment
- 
Specidli4ed  Department fm lfimul pucstions,  Planning and Condkation
- 
Trawktior Dirkion
Cabinet of the Chairman
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LIST OF THE OPINIONS,
STUDIES AND INFORMATION REPORTS
DRAWN UP IN 1975127th Plenary Session of 29 and 30 January 1975
- 
Enetgy for Europe:  Reseatch  and Development
(Rapporteur: Mr. Schlitt)
- 
The Mediterranean  Policy of the Community
(Rapporteur: Mrs. Baduel GJ.orioso)
- 
Developing Countries in the GATT Negotiations
(Rapporteur: Mt. Romer)
- 
The Problems of the Pulp, P:rper and Paperboard l:ndustry
(Rapporteut: Mt. Masprone)
- 
Braking  Devices of Wheeled Agricultural or Forestry Tractors
(Rapporteur: Mr. Masptone)
- 
The Permissible Sound Level and the Exhaust  System  of Motor Vehicles (Amendment
to the Directive of 6 February  1970)
(Rapporteur:  Mr. I\{asprone)
- 
Mountain and Hill Farming  and Farming  in Certain Less-FavouredAreas(Nineproposals)
(Rappotteur: Mr. Berns)
- 
The Marketing  of Hops and the Amount of Aid to Producets  (Repott f  Ptoposal)
(Rapporteur: Mr. Bemaert)
- 
Aid granted in the Field of llransport
(Rapporteur: Mr. Hennig)
- 
Road and Rail Ttanspott  Tanks  used as Measuring  Containets
(Rapporteur: Mr. Matvier)
- 
\Telded Unalloyed Steel Gas Cylinders
(Rappotteur: Mt. Mawier)
- 
Seamless  Aluminium Alloy Gas Cylinders
(Rappotteut: Mr. Marvier)
- 
Inflation  (Information  Report,)
(Rapporteurl Mt. van Greunsven)
128th Plenary Session  of 26 and 27 February 1975
- 
Present Economic Situation in the Community and the Cyclical  Policy to be pursued
(Rapporteurr  Mr. De BievrQ
- 
The Concept of the Origin of Petroleum  Products
(Rapporteur: I\{r. Clark)
- 
The Establishment  of a European  Cooperation  Grouping  (ECG)
(Rapporteur:  Mr. Ftie&ichs)
- 
Revision  of the Multi-Annual  Research and Training Ptogtamme  of the JRC, and New




(Rapporteur:  Mr. Noordwal)
- 
Materials  and Objects  Intended  to come into Contact with Food
(Rapporteur: Mts. Evans)
-46-- 
The Market in \fine -  Quality  \7ines - 
products processed  from Fruit and vegeta-
bles - 
Common  Customs Tariff
(Rapporteur: Mr. Guillaume)
- 










Exemption  from Duties and Chatges  on Imporation in Respect of Goods sent by a
Ptivate Person from a Thfud Counry
and
Small Consignments from Third Counuies  of Goods of a Non-Commercial  Natue
(Rapporteur: Mr. De Grave)
- 
Ptoblems of Pollution  and Nuisances  origioating  from Energy production (Study)
(Rapporteut: Mr. Gaile,
- 
Occupational Accidents in the Community (Study)
(Rapporteut: Mr. Eboli)
129th Pfenary Session of 23 and 24 April197E
- 
Pilot Schemes and Studies to Combat Poverty drawn  up in accordance  with the Council
Resolution of 27 lanuary 7974 concerning  a Social Action programme
(Rapporteur: Mt. Carroll)
- 
Community Data-Processing  Policy
(Rappoteur: Mr. de Ferranti)
- 
European  Monetary Coopetation  Fund (Amendment)
(Rapporteur: Mr. Cammann)
- 
The Retention of the Rights  and Advantages  of Employees  in the case of Mergers,
Takeovers  and Amalgamations
(Rapporteur: Mr. Muhr)
- 
Education in the Community
(Rappoteur; Mr, Sloman)
- 
Administtation of the Community  Tadff Quota of 30 000 Head of Heifers and Cows
and
Administration  of the Community  Tariff Quoa of 5 000 Head of Bulls, Cows and Heifers
(Rapporteur: Mr. Maher)
- 
Financing of Nuclear Pov'er Stations
- 
(Rapporteur: Mr. 6 Galaigh)
- 
Protection of International lflatetcoutses  against Pollution
(Rapporteut: Mr. Schlitt)
- 
Atmospheric Pollution  caused by Sulphur Compounds  and Suspended  particles
(Rapporteur: Mr. Eboli)
-47  -- 
Second-Category Pollutants to be studied as part of the Ptogramme  of Action on the
Envir>nment
(Rappotteut:  Mrs. Stobel)
- 
Reduction  of I7ater Pollution  caused by Wood-Pulp  Mills in the Member States
(Rappotteur: Mr. Bourel)
- 
Alcoholometers  and Hydrometers  for Alcohol and -Alcohol  Tables
(Rappotteur: Mr. Clark)
- 









Sidelights,  Readights  and Stop Lights
(Rappotteur: Mr. Masprone)
- 
Procedutes of the Standing  Veterinary Committee  (.Amendment)  (2 Proposals)
(Rappotteut:  Mr. I7ick)
130th Plenary Session  of 28 and 29 May 1975
- 
Restructuring of the Economies
(Rapporteur: Mr, Friedrichs)
- 
The Degree of Convergence  of Membet States' Economic Policies





The Commencement and Cattying on of the Business of Credit  Institutions  (Additional
Opinion)
(Rappotteut: Mr. De Bruyn)
-  Pilot Schemes to Combat  Poverty
(Rapporteur: Mr. Carroll)
- 






Technological Problems of Nuclear Safety
(Rappotteur: Mr. Schlitt)
- 
Priority Projects in Data Processing
(Rapporteur: Mr. de Ferranti)
- 
The Collection,  Regenetation  and/or Destruction of Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCB's)
(Rapporteur: Mr. Jaschick)
- 
European  Inventory  of Sources of Information  on the Environment
(Rappoteur: Mr. Eboli)
- 
Safety Belts and Restraint Systems  of Motor  Vehicles
(Rapporteur: Mr, Masprone)
-48-- 
Electro-medical  Equipment and Medical X-Ray Equipment (2 Proposals)
(Rapporteur: Sir John Peel)
- 
Materials, Sound-Level for Pneumatic  Concrete-Breakers and Jackhammers
(3 Proposals)
(Rappoteur: Mr. Marvier)
131st Plenary Session of 25 and 26 June 1975
- 
Development  of the Social Situation in the Communiry  h  1974
(Rapporteur: Mr. Noddings)
- 







(Rappoteut:  Miss Robetts)
- 
Roll-Over Protection Structures  of Tractors
(Rapporteur: Mr. Putpura)
- 
Head-Resttaints  of Motor Vehicle Seats
(Rappotteur: Mr. Masprone)
- 
Type-Approval  of Motor  Cycles
(Rapporteut: Mr, Masprone)
- 
fntetvention Centres fot Oil Seeds and Detived Intervention  Ptices
(Rapporteut:  Mr. Schnieders)
- 








132nd Pfenary  Session of 16 and 17 Julv 1975
- 
Eutopean Union
(Rappoteur: Mr. De Bruyn)
- 
Stocktaking of the Common Agricultural Policy
(Rapporteur: Mr. Boutel)
- 
rVine Potential and Table \flines  (Proposal  and Amendment)
(Rappoteut: Mt. Guillaume)
- 
Appliances using Gaseous Fuels and Appliances fot the Instantaneous  Production of




(Rapporteur: Mr. De Grave)
-49-133rd Pfenary  Session ot 24 and 25 September  1975
- 













Erucic Acid in Fats, Oil and Margatine  for Food
(Rapporteur: Mr. De Grave)
- 
Pollution of Sea lVater and Fresh Water for Bathing
(Rapporteurl Mr. De Grave)
- 






Transpott ot Animals (2 proposals)
(Rapporteur l l{rs. Evans)
- 
System of Paying Family  Benefits to $Totkets  (Amendments  to Regulations  Nos. 1408/71
and 574172)
(Rapporteur; Mr. Purpura)
134th Plenary Session of 29 and 30 October  1975
- 
Economic Situation of the Community
(Rappoteut: Mr. Margot)
- 
New linetgy Policy Strategy for the Community
(Rapporteur: Mt, Delourme)
- 
Change  in the Timetable fot the Preparation  of the Annual  Report on the Economic
Situation  in the Community
(Rapporteut: Mt. De Bievre)
- 
Biology and Health Ptotection Progtamme
(Rapporteurr Mr. Noordwal)
- 
Consumotion  of Manufactured  Tobaccos
(Rappoieur: Mr. 6 Ceallaigh)
- 






Deferred Pa'.nnent of Duties on Impottation or at Expoftation
(Rapporteur: Mr. De Gtave)
-50--  Migant \forkers,  Action programme
(Rapporteur: Mr. puryua)
- 
Extension of Tmde Union Rights (Amendment to the Regulation)
(Rapporteur: Mr. van Rens)
-  The Vine Sector
(Rapporteur: Mr, De Grave)





The Taking-Up and Pursuit  of Activities  in Direct  Insurance other than Life Assurance
(Amendment  to the Directive)
(Rapporteur: Mr. De Bruyn)
*  Controlled Thermo-Nuclear Fusioo and plasma physics
(Rapporeur: Mr, Boordwal)
- 
European Social Fund Measures to Aid Vocational Adaptation  Operatioos
@apporteur:  Mr. Fassina)
- 
Social Security  Systems
(Rapporteur: Mr. Purpura)
- 
Intervention of the European  Social  Fund in Favour  of Persons Employed  in the Textile
and Clothing  Sectors
(Rapporteut: Mr. Fassina)
- 
European  Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Vorking C,onditions
(Rappotteut: Mt. De Grave)
- 
Environmenal Reseatch and Development
(Rapporteur: Mr. De Gtave)
- 
Preservatives  (1lth Amendment)
(Rapporteur: Mrs. Evans)
- 




Reseatch  and Development Programme  for Reference Materials and Methods
(Rapporteur: Mr. Noordwal)
- 
Investment Ptoiects: Oil, Natual Gas and Elecuicity
(Rapporteur: Mr. Hoffmann)
- 
Community  Quota for Caniage of Goods
(Rappotteut:  Mt. Gailey)
- 
Bracket Tatifs for the cartiage  of Goods by Road betrveen  Member  States  (Ameodment






Community  Transit (Amendment to Regulatioo No. 542/69)
(Rappoteur: Mr. De Grave)
-51 -- 
Community'Iransit










THE EXTENT TO WHICH  OPINIONS
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